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Abstract: This paper makes an honest attempt to assess the need of blockchain technology in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Blockchain is an advanced level of technology and implementing it in the pharmaceutical industry can ensure data integrity 

and secure digital data traceability in the supply chain. 

The supply chain in the pharmaceutical industry is an integral and critical process. It must secure medicine authenticity to 

mitigate the risk of counterfeit drugs supply, shortage of authentic drugs in the market. Blockchain technology embedded in 

the pharmaceutical supply chain stored data in a distributed register on the identification of drugs produced by the plant, as 

well as records of their movements throughout the supply chain, can accurately determine the authenticity of 

pharmaceutical products lying on the shelves of pharmacies. The development and implementation of such a system can be a 

big step towards winning the exhausting fight against the easy availability of counterfeit drugs and medical products. This 

perspective highlights the need for implementing blockchain traceability technology for secure drug traceability in supply 

chain. It further explains the advantages of implementing digital traceability with blockchain technology in the pharma 

supply chain and how critical it is for future operations.   

Objective: This study intends to empirically examine the need of blockchain technology in the pharmaceutical industry to 

secure the supply chain and mitigate the risk of counterfeit drugs. 

Keywords: Blockchain technology, Pharma supply chain, Logistics, Digital Traceability, Counterfeit drugs, falsified, 

pharmaceutical industry. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Counterfeit drugs are products deliberately and fraudulently produced and/or mislabeled with respect to identity and/or 

source to make it appear to be a genuine product [1], [2]. The World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that 1 in 10 

drugs in low to middle income countries (particularly Southeast Asia and Africa) is falsified or substandard during market 

circulation. [3]  

In December 2021, WHO published medical alerts referring to several batches Soliris (Eculizumab - used to treat Atypical 

Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome) identified in Argentina, Estonia, India and Uruguay between November and December 2021. The 

genuine manufacturer of Soliris, has confirmed that the products listed in this alert are falsified. The falsified products were 

reported at patient level and regulated supply chains in the above-mentioned countries.[4] 

Pharmaceutical drugs distributed in the supply chain via different stakeholders. These stakeholders are engaged in 

manufacturing, distributing and dispensing drugs in the supply chain.  

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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There is a basic problem in the supply chain to control drugs which require sale to end customers/patients only through 

prescription. It has been noticed in developing countries that without strict regulation from authorities, retailers and dispensers 

do not adhere to dispensing by prescription requirements. It gives an opportunity to counterfeit and illicit drugs dealers to divert 

the drug into the legal supply chain. A secure and reliable technology like blockchain can counter the risk of fraudulent and 

illicit drugs in the supply chain. 

Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or impossible to change, hack, or cheat the 

system. A blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of 

computer systems on the blockchain. It is based on distributed ledger technology (DLT). These are essentially a database 

distributed within a network, with each node having access to the database. Data is stored differently from a typical database. 

Rather than having a centralized location where all of the data is stored and then giving people access to that centralized 

location, the data is stored in a chain. Each block on the chain can have data added to it by one of the nodes in the network, and 

then when that block gets full, a new one is created and added to the chain. Each node in the network has a copy of each block. 

II. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY ENABLED NETWORK 

Figure 1. 

 
 

Some pharmaceutical companies have already started implementing blockchain technology in drug supply chain 

management [6]. They are using blockchain technology in drug digital data transformation in interoperable networks. This 

functionality is enhanced by a consensus algorithm deployed in the network of systems to eliminate unauthorized data insertion, 

problem of duplicate transactions, allowing nodes to verify authenticity of information before updating in registry. Block chain 

is high fault tolerance system which use threshold of connected failed nodes before failing entire network.[5] 

Blockchain – a future need for drug security and traceability. 

Pharmaceutical industry is continuously growing and involves more complexity in the supply chain. Due to the potential 

threat of illicit and counterfeit drugs supply through dark web and social media platforms, its need for a secure supply chain and 

improved drug traceability. There is a need for new technology which can cater to the compliance of FDA‟s Drug Supply Chain 

Security Act (DSCSA) 2023 [7] and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

In section 583 of FD&C Act [7], it requires manufacturers, wholesale distributors, dispensers, and re-packagers to have 

“systems in place to enable compliance” with certain verification of saleable return requirements relating to the identification 

and handling of suspect and illegitimate products. Specific requirements include the quarantine and investigation of a product 

determined to be a suspect product and the quarantine, disposition, and notification of a product determined to be an illegitimate 
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product.  Blockchain distributed ledger technology is causing controversy in the industry, with some touting its capability to 

revolutionize computing while others are not convinced.  

Gartner lists blockchain as on „the peak of inflated expectations.[10] SAP have surveyed to understand real opportunities of 

Blockchain in the enterprise market. SAP survey found that 84% respondents are currently engaged in blockchain activities and 

92% responding organizations believe it is an opportunity.[11] 76% of survey respondents view that Blockchain will replace 

existing supply chain technologies in 5 to 10 years. The conclusion of the survey was that the majority of organizations see 

blockchain as an opportunity to introduce innovative technology in end to end business processes.  

Blockchain survey – Source SAP 

Figure 2. 

 

SAP has started to use Blockchain technology in the Advance Track and Trace for Pharmaceutical module which allows 

pharmaceutical manufacturers, distributors, and wholesales to comply with regulatory requirements. SAP embedded its cloud 

system “Information Collaboration Hub for Life Science”. SAP and largest pharmaceutical manufacturer, Boehringer Ingelheim  

has conducted a pilot project to develop an application which will allow regulatory agencies to eliminate counterfeit drugs in the 

supply chain before it reaches patients. [12] It has been evaluated in FDA‟s Drug Supply Chain and Security Act (DSCSA) 

2023 regulatory requirements. Under this requirement, wholesalers/distributors need to validate saleable return medicine with 

manufacturer or brand owner if the wholesaler or distributor thinks the product is good to resale again. This process is very 

effective for stopping counterfeit, illicit and batch recall drugs [13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.boehringer-ingelheim.us/
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III. VERIFICATION ROUTER SERVICES (DRUG SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY ACT, 2023) 

Figure 3. 

 
 

The pilot project is designed to assess the application's capability to mitigate the risk of illicit and counterfeit drugs in the 

supply chain. It also checks the data integrity, potential tampering of packs and insertion of unauthorized data. The app‟s 

geolocation capabilities would allow law enforcement agents to record on their mobile device where they verified the 

medication shipment, adding images and comments to have an immediate dialogue with the pharmaceutical manufacturer. This 

technology builds on SAP‟s previous efforts to eliminate counterfeit products with SAP Information Collaboration Hub for Life 

Sciences, a blockchain-technology tool that allows users to authenticate pharmaceutical packaging as it moves between 

manufacturers, U.S. wholesalers and U.S. hospitals and pharmacies. [12] 

 Anjum Khurshid (2020) stated that adopting blockchain embedded innovating technology will purely secure confidential 

patient records (HIPAA compliance “(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act”), data authenticity patient safety 

against fraudulent and patient trust. [14] Blockchain technology in biomedical, therapeutic, radio-pharma science will be a 

potential step to secure critical data such as analysis, test results, clinical approvals, phase wise schedule and protocols. In this 

way, important clinical trial-related details will become more up to date, protected, time-stamped, and openly transparent.  

Blockchain can be used for reliable end-to-end digital tracking drugs through the supply chain. It can be significantly 

useful by assigning barcodes in all levels of packaging units to the digital identity of the product. Additionally, applying tamper 

proof devices such as seal, hologram, shrink wraps, makes the supply chain more secure from fraudsters to supply counterfeit 

drugs in the supply chain. Drugs serialized data will be available for all stakeholders (wholesaler, distributors, dispenser, 

pharmacy, and hospitals) in the supply chain and they can digitally verify the product identifier authenticity.  

If a counterfeit drug detected in supply chain by any stakeholders in blockchain enable network, then it can verify all 

previous entry of that product identifier and identify the source of that product entry. It could also broadcast alert to all 

stakeholders who possess that potentially suspected product in the supply chain. 

 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8412875/#CR89
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IV. BLOCKCHAIN – SECURING ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD (EHR) 

Few years back, healthcare data used to log in paper and stored records for further accessibility. Due to technology 

advancement more and more healthcare providers and hospitals are using IT systems to store health data electronically. New IT 

systems provide an opportunity to store data digitally and this provision is called Electronic Health Record (EHR). Digitizing 

the entire healthcare system brings many benefits and creates trustful patient-healthcare relationships. It eases in sharing health 

records and other information between different providers and patients. 

V. BLOCKCHAIN IN EHR SYSTEM 

Figure 4 

 

Until recently, all healthcare records were stored on paper, but more and more healthcare providers are moving on to fully 

electronic methods of storing health data. This has brought about a wide variety of benefits. Most importantly, it allows for 

greater ease in sharing information between different providers about patients‟ medical history. It also connects healthcare 

providers' information systems to dispensers and pharmacies so that doctor can easily send prescribed medicine information to 

them without using paper-based prescriptions. In addition, it is far easier to update an EHR than it is to copy a letter and send it 

to another healthcare provider, and it takes much less time. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we assess the need of blockchain technology in the pharmaceutical industry. The drugs counterfeiting and 

diversion of illegal drugs make the pharmaceutical supply chain more vulnerable. It is also observed by the pharmaceutical 

industry that serializing drugs to mitigate the risk of counterfeit products in the supply chain is not sufficient. Pharmaceutical 

industry needs a solution which can provide secure, resilient data interoperability and digital traceability. Some big 

pharmaceutical companies and IT giants are working together to develop blockchain based applications which can provide 

security, privacy, accessibility, transparency, and scalability. Developing a full scale blockchain application is very complex and 

time consuming. Implementation and energy costs are leading challenges faced by the majority of enterprises, including the 

pharmaceutical supply chain partners. The existing platforms and legacy software systems are inefficient and centralized when 

executing transactions, causing enormous implementation and maintenance costs. Blockchain based digital data interoperability 

and traceability advantages will completely curtail the implementation cost observed by industry in the distant future. 

Blockchain also can be very useful in EHR information systems as it can transform tradit ional EHR systems into a more 

secure and resilient environment. In blockchain enabled EHR systems, health records can be transferred to different 

stakeholders including doctors, patients, insurance providers and pharmacies in a secure and authenticated mechanism. It could 
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even drive new and innovative ways for healthcare providers to access important real-time health information that could provide 

a higher level of care for everyone. 
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